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Usage of content marketing: 82% of companies leverage the power of content marketing, making it a
ubiquitous tool in today's digital landscape.

Lead generation powerhouse: Content marketing isn't just for blog posts. 79% of content marketers
use it to attract high-quality leads.

SEO: the king of efficiency: 75% of marketers swear by SEO as their most potent weapon for driving
organic traffic and maximizing content reach.

Content reigns supreme: The average person devours content for a whopping 7 hours daily,
highlighting the immense potential of engaging and informative material.

Content marketing strategy: While there's always room for improvement, 51% of content marketers
consider their strategy successful.

Repurpose, refresh, repeat: Update and repurpose existing content instead of starting from scratch?
61% of marketers agree it's a savvy and efficient strategy.

Content Marketing: A Potent Weapon in the Digital Age

key statistics pertaining to content marketing

7 Organic search: the go-to distribution channel: When it comes to getting your content seen, organic
search reigns supreme, with marketers prioritizing it for content distribution.
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Key Statistics Related to Content
Marketing Costs & ROI

Cost-Effective Champ: Content
marketing costs a whopping 62%

less than traditional methods. 

Budget Breakdown: The
average company devotes 26%

of its marketing budget to
content creation. It's a priority,

not an afterthought.

Lead Magnet: Brace yourself for
triple the leads compared to
traditional tactics. 

Investment Spectrum: Most
companies (37%) keep content
spending under $10,000, while a
select few go big with over
$500,000 (only 4%!).
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Outsourced Expertise: 30% of
companies tap into the power of
outsourcing for their content
creation needs.

Success in Sales: Most
marketers (70%) track content

performance based on its
impact on sales. 
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Unlocking the Power of Blogs:
7 Key Stats for Content

Success

92% of marketers
produce blog posts.

Companies that
blog, generate 67%
more leads

Long-form content
gets double your
page views.

Lists improve page views.
Posts with frequent lists
attract 70% more traffic. 

Images are worth a
thousand page
views.

Headlines matter.
List headlines boost
your views.

Structure is important.
39% of unstructured
posts flop.
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Video Content
Marketing Stats 

Dominant Medium: Over 60% of
companies use video as their primary media
form.

Surge in Viewing: Average video
minutes watched jumped 85% in
2020.

Long Form Boom: Long-
form video creation soared
140% last year.

YouTube Reigns:
YouTube remains the top
platform for online video
viewing.

Top Strategy: 41%
of marketers
consider
visual/video
content the most
efficient strategy.
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Automation on the
rise: 42% of marketers
use content
automation tools.

Pandemic-driven shifts: 94%
adjusted their strategy, with

80% finding it effective.

Content nurtures leads: 73% of top
marketers use content for audience

nurturing.

Data-driven decisions: 88% and
82% of teams use web analytics

and SEO tools, respectively.

Growing budgets: 68%
expect an increase in

content marketing
spending this year.
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Conclusion

In today's digital landscape, content marketing reigns supreme.
Craft valuable content to capture leads, nurture relationships, and

boost your bottom line.

Therefore, promote your business using a content marketing
strategy that resonates with your target audience, and watch your

lead generation and sales figures soar.
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Thank You
for Viewing this Content

Interested in promoting your business and generate qualified

leads?

Visit https://consultant2u.com
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